Product Range—Overview
terratrak plus® - driveable stadium access.

Designed to take the weight and stresses exerted
by forklifts and 100+ ton cranes, & yet light enough to be put in position by hand. As with all
Terraplas products, terratrak plus® is manufactured from Virgin HDPE to allow constant
photosynthesis & protect the grass beneath. Colour versions are also available.
terratrak plus® uses the same vertical bolts and camlocks as terratrak-WF ® and terratrak –NF ®,
locking seamlessly to create a monolithic floor.

terratrak-WF® -

(With Feet) - Specifically designed for ‘quality natural turf’ when continuous
photosynthesis and air circulation are required. This ensures good grass colour and health, when
covered for a number of days for non-sporting events. The unique circular ribbing geometry provides
unparalleled strength with light weight, giving the fastest laying times of any product. Two people lay
a panel of 4 tiles at one time, covering 4.84m² (52ft²).

terratrak-NF® -

(No Feet) - Designed for artificial turf when superior strength is required. The
unique design ensures that there is no damage to the artificial turf, and the 100mm (4 inch) overlap
acts as a barrier to stop liquids from penetrating to the grass. The circular ribs spread the load evenly
and any marks are easily removed with light brushing.

terraplas® /terraplas-HD®- “the Original” turf protection. For Natural/Artificial Turf.
terraplas® is used by stadia the world over who wish to make their venue truly multi-purpose by
covering their grass for events such as concerts, exhibitions, dinners and religious ceremonies. It was
developed back in 1991 in consultation with Wembley National Stadium— one of the busiest sports &
concert venues even at that time. THAT ORIGINAL SYSTEM IS STILL IN USE TODAY, 26 years later, being
rented out on a regular basis! terraplas-HD® incorporates strengthening inserts & a flat base to deliver
a driveable version that locks directly to the original terraplas® tiles.
terraflor® -

“Premium Range” turf protection. For Natural/Artificial Turf. terraflor® has all the
benefits of terraplas® and some distinct advantages, including the fact that it has overlapping edges
incorporating additional expansion capability. terraflor® is manufactured from Translucent virgin High
Density Polyethylene (HDPE), that is not only very strong, it also allows sufficient light to pass through to
ensure continuous photosynthesis – a MUST for the ultimate protection of the grass!

It also has an integral anti-slip top surface with specially designed, raised air holes that allow the grass
to breathe but at the same time prevent liquids from penetrating to the turf below.

terratile® -

“Premium Range” turf protection. “The Proven Solution for Multi-purpose Venues”.
For Natural/Artificial Turf. terratile® has the same integrated non-slip surface & overlapping edges as
terraflor® plus the patented disc feet that are a unique feature Terraplas products. terratile® has
circular radiussed ribbing and is manufactured in 1m² tiles that are pinned in 4s prior to leaving the
factory. Combined with terratrak plus® using our transition panels, has proved to be the most popular
combination for soccer World Cup multi-use stadiums.

terraturf® -

“Budget Range” turf protection. “The Best Entry Level Protection available!”
For Natural/Artificial Turf. terraturf® is unique for products in this price range. Like all other Terraplas
products, it is manufactured in Virgin HDPE, consequently it is far stronger than any other similar
product. terraturf® comes from the factory pinned in blocks. Each block "snaps" together quickly &
easily without any specialised equipment. Very importantly, when lifted they maintain their pinned
format & are not subject to lifting & splitting in high winds which is a common problem with other
products.

terracover”V”® -

“Premium Range” turf protection. For Artificial Turf. terracover”V”® uses a
uniquely designed connecting system comprises virtually indestructible bolts & vertical locking cams.
It is specially designed to address the needs of the artificial turf market & is available in translucent
material or other colours.

terracover-ICE® -

Ice Conversion Cover. With nearly 60 installations around the World
terracover-ICE® is the market leading insulated cover system that offers users the ability to host nonice events at ice arenas. It’s design also allows for partial coverage to increase seating eg for
dinners, smaller ice shows etc. The insulation factor allows users to have bare feet & yet not feel the
cold from the ice below.
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TERRAPLAS OFFERS THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION, WHATEVER THE EVENT…

For more product information and worldwide distributors visit: www.terraplas.com
Checkers Safety Group UK Ltd t/a Terraplas
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